CATCH ME
NE VOYAGEZ PLUS JAMAIS SEUL(E)
THE CONCEPT

App development to facilitate relations in all transports: metro, tramway, train, plane.
KEY FIGURES

77 PEOPLE PER SECOND ARE USING TRANSPORTS IN FRANCE

A 3G/4G NETWORK DEPLOYED IN ALL METRO LINES BY THE END OF 2016

1/3 3 OF PASSENGERS WOULD LIKE TO INTERACT WITH OTHERS

700 000 PASSENGERS PER DAY IN THE MOST USED LINES

A 85 MINUTES JOURNEY ON AVERAGE PER PERSON PER DAY

65% OF PASSENGERS WOULD LIKE TO SOCIALIZE DURING THEIR JOURNEY
OUR ADDED VALUE

- **RECREATE SOCIAL LINK** BETWEEN PASSENGERS OF DIFFERENT TRANSPORT MODES

- **SECURE JOURNEYS** OF SOME PASSENGERS WHO DON’T WANT TO TRAVEL ALONE.

- **TURN A BORING JOURNEY** INTO A PLEASANT EXPERIENCE

- **STRENGTHEN THE DYNAMIC AND YOUTHFUL IMAGE OF TRANSPORT SERVICES**
DEFINE YOUR 2 FAVORITE TRANSPORT MODES OR ENTER A FLIGHT/TRAIN NUMBER

START DISCOVERING PROFILES THAT ARE CONNECTED TO YOUR FAVORITE LINES

ONCE « CATCHED », DISCUSS WITH YOUR FAVORITE PROFILES THROUGH THE APP. WHEN DATA IS NOT AVAILABLE, CONTINUE TO TALK USING BLUETOOTH 4.0
TEAM - MANAGEMENT

/A MULTI-SKILLED TEAM WITH DIFFERENT BUT COMPLIMENTARY PROFILES
/they are supporting us and talk about us

MANAGEMENT

/MICKAEL MORELLI /CEO
- MASTER IN SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
- EXPERIENCE IN CONSULTING

/XAVIER LARBALETTE /CO-CEO
- COMPUTER ENGINEER

/ALEXANDRE MINIÈRE /CO-FUNDER
- ARTISTIC DIRECTOR AT CHIC

EXPERT

/IOS DEVELOPER
/IOS DEVELOPER JUNIOR ENTREPRISE CRISTAL / ÉCOLE ÉPITECH EPITA

/FRÉDÉRIC COUZEREAU
DIELIANCE ECGM

/DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC MARKETS
/JEAN CLAUDE MARQUEZ
BOUYGUES TELECOM

THEY SUPPORT US
OUR FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

RETAIN USERS

/DEVELOP IN-APP PURCHASE ALONG WITH
/integrate professional meetings: connect with LinkedIn account

BET ON CONNECTIVITY

/BE A PIONEER OF TRANSPORT

TRANSFORM THE MEETING

/EXPAND CATCH ME EXPERIENCE OUT OF THE APP (TRAIN COACH DEDICATED TO MEETINGS...)

REINFORCE AND TARGET SECURITY OF FEMALE USERS IN TRANSPORTS:

/: INTEGRATE A PUSH BUTTON IN THE APP TO ALLOW FEMALE USERS TO ALERT AND SIGNAL INSTANTLY A PROBLEM IN TRANSPORTS
CONTACT US

MICKAEL MORELLI

MAIL: MICKAEL.MORELLI@CATCHME.FR

TELEPHONE: 06-79-69-91-14